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Hilaire is Heading Home
— Jack Clark Robinson —

After five years of teaching at Our Lady of the Angels
Seminary (OLAS) in Quezon City, the Philippines, Hilaire
Valiquette has decided that it is time for him to head back to the
Southwest. Since he began teaching at OLAS when he was
seventy-five years old, after a very full career as a Native American
missionary, he has decided that eighty is a nice round age at which
to bring this part of his Franciscan life to a fitting conclusion.
Hilaire and I first spoke of his retirement from teaching
when he visited with us at San Juan
Diego Friary over the school break this past Christmas. Then
during visitation at OLAS between the 3rd and 7th of February,
we again spoke of his desire to return to Albuquerque, and I
communicated that decision to the Minister Provincial of San
Pedro Bautista, as well as to officials of the Seminary.
For the last five years, Hilaire has taught Latin, Greek, Spanish,
and on occasion Hebrew to dozens of seminarians of San Pedro
Bautista Province, not to mention other students who attend
OLAS. Officially, and unofficially, Hilaire has been the
proofreader and “fixer-upper” of countless theses and
publications produced in English at OLAS. Besides student
work, he has proofread numerous articles and books written by
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other faculty members, too. Several members of the Seminary community and Province
mentioned to me how much they will miss the presence of “Father Santa Claus,” as Hilaire with
his full head of white hair and a white beard is sometimes known.
Though Hilaire will no longer be teaching full time, he has no desire to stop his academic work.
He has made plans already to go to work on a grammar of the Acoma Pueblo language with
Chris Simms, an Acoma Native and professor at the University of New Mexico, when he returns
to Albuquerque this summer. Having nothing to rush him, and obviously having a bit of a
reluctance to leave the Philippines where he has so enjoyed working, Hilaire is planning a
“leisurely” departure and arrival at San Juan Diego in July, where he will make his new home.

A Letter From John . . .
— John Parisio —

Dear Jack and OLG Friars,
At Bruce’s request I am writing to give impressions of my
experience here in Vietnam to date. In a word, it has been
absolutely remarkable! I arrived at the Thu Duc Seminary in Ho
Chi Minh City (Saigon) on December 22. In those first days after
meeting Fr. Anselm Minh at the airport until even now I have
been welcomed with warmth and open arms. Even those outside
the confines of the seminary have made me feel very much at
home. The people of
Vietnam are definitely its
greatest asset! Even over
Christmas and New Year
there was no time for being
homesick. I had discovered
a new family right here.
They just can’t seem to do enough for me. Their
generous hospitality has been overwhelming. For instance,
as far as I know, I have the only quarters which are air
conditioned. Believe me, that’s a really big deal. The daytime temps here in southern Vietnam
can be stifling and the humidity is very high. And, all I have to do is mention or ask for
something and it is provided with no questions asked . . . even toilet paper!
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There has also been a great effort made to
introduce me to the everyday life of the Vietnamese. I
have had two separate occasions of spending time and
enjoying a regular “home cooked” meal with a
Vietnamese family. Without question, the meals at the
seminary have been wonderful as well. It felt like a real
privilege and honor to be hosted in a Vietnamese home.
Although the Vietnamese generally seem to be smaller in stature, many things about
Vietnam strike me as “BIG.” The seminary itself is huge. It houses the Aspirant Program and
both the houses of Philosophy and Theology. I’ve heard there are approximately 200 living here!
Here, too, trees are big; fruit is big; fish are big; and so on and so on. In a manner of speaking,
motorbikes are big! Every other person seems to own one. Even here on campus there are several
in common use.
Finally, a word about the Aspirants. This is the
group of 57 young men whom I teach. Most are in their
early 20s but there are a few who are a little older. It
has been a delight to teach this group of bright, eager
young men. Since I got here, they have been especially
interested in learning English idioms. One day we
happened to be talking about bananas. You guessed it,
they now go around saying “I’m going bananas.” And
with great delight, I laugh.
There you have it. Theses are some of my initial reflections on my experiences here in
Vietnam. Gods bless you.

Into Our Tradition
A monthly Reflection from Our F ranciscan Heritage #19 February 2018
— Jack Clark-Robinson, ofm —

was blessed to spend a week in the Interprovincial
Novitiate at Old Mission Santa Barbara last month. God
and the Novitiate Teams over the years have given me
the privilege of attempting to share something of the history of the
Franciscans in the United States each year, with only a couple of exceptions, since 1994. Every time that
I am with the novices, I have found that they do more to encourage me in my vocation than I do for them!
This year was no exception. I think that we have six fine young men in the Novitiate and a very good
team working with them.

I
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s I share from our history with them, Novices are sometimes amused at “the way things used
to be.” They had to figure out “in today’s money” what it meant that in the early days of
Sacred Heart Province, Provincial statutes dictated that a Guardian could only spend fifty dollars without
the permission of the Minister Provincial, while friars could make gifts of up to one dollar, but only with
the permission of the Guardian! The daily allotment of beer and wine – two liters of wine on feast days,
a liter and a half on other days, came as a bit of a surprise! The composition and conduct of Provincial
Chapters in the past also surprised them quite a bit.

A

rior to the renewal of religious life which followed Vatican II, Provincial Chapters
customarily consisted of the Provincial Definitorium (Minister Provincial, Vicar Provincial
and the Council), the Guardians of the Houses of the Province and a few elected delegates
(five in St. John the Baptist), along with a General Visitator if a Provincial Minister was to be elected.
Not much prior planning or discussion of “issues” went on before a Chapter, though undoubtedly, given
the human nature of the friars, some jockeying for positions probably went on behind closed doors. Then
the Provincial Chapter would meet and elect the incoming administration, almost always from among the
Chapter delegates and shortly afterwards, that new administration would name the Guardians for the next
three years, who would then attend the next Chapter. It was a fairly closed system that excluded much
participation from any friar until he was named a Guardian. For the first time in 1969, St. John the
Baptist conducted a Provincial Chapter which had more delegates elected by the friars than those there at
the chapter ex officio.

P

niversal participation of the friars of a Province in the Provincial Chapter was not even a
possibility without special permission from the General Administration until the 1990s.
The first Chapter of Our Lady of Guadalupe Province in 1985 included all one hundred
friars of the new Province, but only by special permission. The second Chapter in 1988 was of delegates,
who in turn were allowed by then to amend Guadalupe Provincial Statutes to allow “open” Chapters from
1991 forward.

U

oday, Articles 173 and 215-217 of the General Constitutions delineate the powers, duties and
composition of Provincial Chapters, while Articles 165-172 of the General Statutes provide
further details as to the membership of the Chapter, as well as its structure and operation.
Any new Province of the Order, including one that would result after a positive vote by the six Provinces
now participating in the Revitalization and Restructuring Process in the United States, would have to
conduct its Chapters in accord with those articles of the General Constitutions and Statutes. Among
other things, it would be up to that Province to decide in its particular Statutes, if “it is established that
all the Friars of the Province or Custody participate in the Provincial or Custodial Chapter,” and “those
who wish to attend (in other words, no one would be forced to attend an “open” Chapter against his will)
must register according to criteria contained in Particular Statutes or given by the President of the
Chapter. Participation is obligatory for the entire duration of the Chapter. (Article 167, §3 of the
General Statutes). The Statutes go on to say that if there is no provision for all of the Friars of the
Province or Custody to participate in the Chapter, besides the ex officio members of the Chapter, there
must be elected delegates equal in number to the ex officio delegates. (General Statutes Article 168, §1
and Article 169, §2). The General Statutes do foresee the possibility of a Provincial Chapter becoming
unwieldy in number, so they allow for reduction of the number of Guardians who will be delegates.
(Article 168, §2)

T

inally, the Statutes of the Order, in keeping with the traditions established since the renewal
of religious life after Vatican II and the best of our Franciscan traditions of open

F
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communication seek to encourage the participation of individual friars in any Provincial Chapter,
whether that friar is present at the Chapter or not. Article 168 of the General Statutes says: §1 Matters of
greater importance to be dealt with in a Provincial Chapter are to be communicated to the Friars by the
Minister Provincial. If any matter is judged worthy of study, it can be proposed in good time to the
Definitory of the Province by a local Chapter. §2 Individual Friars too can send their opinions and
proposals to the Provincial Chapter. Such matters are to be accepted and dealt with in accordance to
the norms of the Particular Statutes and of the Rules of Procedure of the Chapter.
s the novices can attest after our class discussions regarding the history of fraternal
governance among us, things have changed. Now, no matter how big or small a Province, no
matter who is a Guardian and who is not, there is a place for the voice of every Friar to be
heard. That openness to hearing each other, is an openness that every now and then allows us to hear the
voice of the Holy Spirit coming from unexpected sources!

A

Birthday Greetings . . .
Larry Bernard . . . 02/02/1940
PJ Pabatao . . . 02/04/1972
Bruce Michalek . . . 02/06/1947
Jose Luis Peralta . . . 02/14/1981
Ron Walters . . . 02/25/1951

A Note From the Other Side of the World . . .
— Bruce Michalek —

My time here in Vietnam continues to be a joy and a blessing for
me. The fact that I have been able to produce this Padre’s Trail from “the
other side of the world” is a minor miracle of itself, given the fact that I
consider myself to be among the “computer literacy challenged.” I enjoy
putting all of the pieces together but I must say that it is a lot easier when I
have “pieces” to arrange. In other words, I am asking you to consider
sending articles with pictures for
future editions of The Trail. I
know that you are all very busy
about the Lord’s work and so am I.
It really doesn’t take all that much effort to shoot off a short note and a
picture or two. Our Friends and Benefactors really do want to know what you
are doing at your missions so that they can continue praying for your
successes and offer support for your failures. Por favor . . .
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